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ABSTRACT 
 
Background. Nowadays, information retrieval system become more and more popular, it helps people 
retrieve information more efficiently and accelerates daily task. Within this context, Image processing 
technology play an important role that help transcribing content in printed or handwritten documents 
into digital data in information retrieval system. This transcribing procedure is called document 
digitization. In this transcribing procedure, image processing technique such as layout analysis and word 
recognition are employed to segment the document content and transcribe the image content into words. 
At this point, a Swedish company (ArkivDigital® AB) has a demand to transcribe their document data 
into digital data. 
Objectives. In this study, the aim is to find out effective solution to extract document layout regard to 
the Swedish handwritten historical documents, which are featured by their tabular forms containing the 
handwritten content. In this case, outcome of application of OCRopus, OCRfeeder, traditional image 
processing techniques, machine learning techniques on Swedish historical hand-written document is 
compared and studied. 
Methods. Implementation and experiment are used to develop three comparative solutions in this study. 
One is Hessian filtering with mask operation; another one is Gabor filtering with morphological open 
operation; the last one is Gabor filtering with machine learning classification. In the last solution, 
different alternatives were explored to build up document layout extraction pipeline. Hessian filter and 
Gabor filter are evaluated; Secondly, filter images with the better filter evaluated at previous stage, then 
refine the filtered image with Hough line transform method. Third, extract transfer learning feature and 
custom feature. Fourth, feed classifier with previous extracted features and analyze the result. After 
implementing all the solutions, sample set of the Swedish historical handwritten document is applied 
with these solutions and compare their performance with survey. 
Results. Both open source OCR system OCRopus and OCRfeeder fail to deliver the outcome due to 
these systems are designed to handle general document layout instead of table layout. Tradition image 
processing solutions work in more than a half of the cases, but it does not work well. Combining 
traditional image process technique and machine leaning technique give the best result, but with great 
time cost. 
Conclusions. Results shows that existing OCR system cannot carry layout analysis task in our Swedish 
historical handwritten document. Traditional image processing techniques are capable to extract the 
general table layout in these documents. By introducing machine learning technique, better and more 
accurate table layout can be extracted, but comes with a bigger time cost. 
 
Keywords: layout analysis, pattern recognition, document digitalization, table layout extraction, 
transfer learning, machine learning, image processing, Hessian filter, Gabor filter 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
Since the nineties, information technology has been developed rapidly. Many technologies came out 
during this time, such as World Wide Web, Text messaging between cell phones, etc. These technologies 
immediately raised peoples’ interest and started being studied and adopted in many areas, which 
gradually changed the way our world operates and made our human life more convenient and our work 
much more efficient. One of these technologies, image processing technology, has been studied for 
decades and has grown quickly due to the availability of fast computer and signal processors. 
Meanwhile, it facilitates another technology development, information retrieval. Information retrieval 
is an operation that enables users to retrieve requested information from a collection of information 
resources, which can be content-based indexing or full-text. With the current advanced image processing 
technology, content in printed or handwritten documents can be recognized and transcribed into digital 
data in a particular format in an information retrieval system. Retrieving requested information from 
this kind of information retrieval system can save users a lot of time to manually search the information 
in documents. This whole procedure transforming the physical document information into representative 
system data is called document digitization.  
Right now, document digitization has been widely used in transcribing historical record into digital data 
in the system. In the meanwhile, a Swedish company (ArkivDigital® AB) has a demand to transcribe 
their document data into digital data. This research aims to find out suitable document layout analysis 
solutions regard to the Swedish handwritten historical documents, which are featured by their tabular 
forms containing the handwritten content. 
Among the document digitization procedures, document layout analysis needs to be employed.  
Document layout analysis is a mean to identify different functional/logical content elements (e.g. 
sentences, titles, captions, author names, and addresses) on the page. It is realized by segmenting 
physical contents (e.g. pixels, characters, words, lines, figures, tables, and background) on the page and 
classify them into predefined functional/logical categories, in other words, assign these classified 
entities labels. Document layout analysis plays a crucial role within the document digitization procedure 
because correctness of layout analysis determines whether the following text recognition procedure is 
operated on the correct text object or false non-text object. When implementing layout analysis, there 
are generally two approaches to proceed this procedure [1], top down approach and bottom up approach. 
Top-down approach segments a page as a whole into one or more content blocks and recursively 
segment the segmented blocks into paragraphs, lines, words and character. In contrast, a bottom up 
approach works in the opposite way, first group connected components produced by the black and white 
pixel into characters, then words, then text lines. However, these two manners somehow can be 
combined. 
In this study, case of table framework lines extraction/page segmentation of Swedish handwritten 
historical documents will be studied particularly, which is part of layout analysis process. 
 

1.2 Aim and objectives 
1.2.1 Research gap 
Regard to Swedish historical handwritten documents dataset, each scanned image of them is two pages 
content of historical handwritten text book in table form. Table framework of these documents vary in 
different kinds. Besides, some pages of theses document were skew and curl during they were being 
scanned. Even though there are many existing document layout analysis techniques discussed in section 
2, most of these techniques/tools are not out of the box tools or they do not fit well with our requirement 
due to reason that they are being developed under certain context and purpose. The main problem here 
is some table lines are skew in different degree in each page within the same scanned image which 
cannot handled by normal deskew techniques which are used in existing study. Figure 1 presented as an 
example in this scenario. Plus, the table lines in some scanned images are not in good quality and cut 
off. This thesis focuses on investigating the outcome of 2D filters application in combination with and 
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without other techniques/tools such as machine learning and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
system. 

 
Figure 1. example of Swedish historical handwritten document data 

1.2.2 Aim 
Find/Develop effective solutions to detect table framework lines for Swedish historical handwritten 
documents by doing a comparative study of state-of-the-art techniques. The final output is mask image 
which indicate the detected table framework in the original image, which can be used to document image 
segmentation. 
 

1.2.3 Objectives 
 Apply OCR systems OCRopus and OCRFeeder on the Swedish historical handwritten document 

and check the outcome of layout analysis operation. 
 Run experiments to evaluate the performance of extracting document frame lines using different 2D 

filters in the spatial domain. 
 Incorporate machine learning techniques, such as, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest 

(RF) and Convolutional Neural Network to assist extracting frame line in the document image. 
 

1.3 Research questions 
How to efficiently detect the table layout of the Swedish historical handwritten documents? 
1) What existing document layout analysis tools/applications/solutions can be used for this problem 

and how do these tools/applications/solutions perform? 
2) How do traditional image processing techniques work on extracting document frame lines? 
3) How is the result when machine learning techniques is introduced conduct table frame line 

extraction task? 

1.4 Structure of study 
In the section 2, related studies regard to our research problem is discussed. In section 3, the methods 
used in this study is described. This includes the filter application, OCR system application, 
implemented solutions and experiment. In section 4, Result of this study is presented. In section 5, 
analysis of the result is given. In section 6, conclusion and future work are discussed. 

1.5 Limitation 
This study is aimed to compare existing tools and technologies. Thus, no innovative production or 
technology break through would come out. Due to study is mainly conducted in experiment fashion, 
the final solution may perform not so well in some respect. 
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1.6 Contribution 
Due to the unique characteristics that our data is scanned image of two book pages and the two pages 
skew in different angle and are curved somehow, these are few existing studies designed to perform 
layout extraction in this context. Our study explores different tools and techniques and verifies 
different solutions outcome in this specific context. During carrying comparative study, a CC 
breakdown method was also developed to isolate text and line in the foreground. 

1.7 Ethics 
These is no ethics issue in this study. The data confidential agreement is fully complied. The original 
image data is only disclosed to my supervisor and researcher who both signed the agreement. In result 
evaluation, only two empty template images and resulted images which embody extracted table lines 
and noise were presented to assessors. 
This study is an effort to facilitate document digitization process and implement information retrieval 
system, which aims to accelerate data retrieving and improve work efficiency. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
Document layout analysis study has been conducted for quite long time. Right now, there are many 
kinds of solutions, algorithms and tools that can be used for layout analysis task. Current document 
analysis techniques are quite advanced and are powerful enough to handle different demand in different 
cases such as dealing with the layout with various background, recognizing and correcting slant 
document caused when scanning, etc. In what follows, several studies have been extracted, reviewed 
and discussed regarding how they recognized document layout and segmented document image. 
 
 Document structure and layout analysis [1] 

In 2007, Namboodiri and Jain released a study [1] give a basic overview of layout analysis task. Their 
study aims at converting the physical layout with complex layout into logical structure. Their solution 
is divided in three steps: preprocessing, page layout analysis and structure understanding. Region 
segmentation and region classification are performed in layout analysis. Several layout analysis 
algorithms of top down and bottom up approach were introduced. Among the top down algorithms, 
there are X-Y Cut [2], shape-directed cover [3], white streams based segmentation [4] and whitespace 
cover [5]. Among the bottom up algorithms, there are Docstrum [6], Voronoi diagram based [7], run-
length smearing [8] and segmenting with generative Markov model [9]. A top down and bottom up 
hybrid algorithm [10] with split-and-merge strategy was also included in the analysis in [1]. However, 
the algorithms aforementioned are proposed to segment general content block instead of segment table 
content in our case.  
 
 The OCRopus open source OCR system [11] 

As an polular OCR system, OCRopus is introduced by Breuel’s study [11]. This OCR system supports 
both layout analysis and text line recognition function. There is also build-in function supporting 
preprocessing operations such as binary morphology [12], adaptive thresholding [13], RAST-based 
skew correction [14] and page frame detection [15]. To perform layout analysis, system divides the input 
image into candidate regions, extracts the features from candidate regions and classify the candidate 
regions into text, grayscale image, line drawing, ruling, etc. The method RAST-Based Layout Analysis 
is the primary method of OCRopus to perform the layout analysis, which is based on two algorithms, 
maximal whitespace rectangle algorithm [16] and least square baseline finding algorithm [14]. Maximal 
whitespace rectangle algorithm is for finding whitespace rectangles with a high aspect ratio which are 
highly possible column boundaries. Least square baseline finding algorithm is for constrained text line 
finding and modeling. Section 3.2.1 gives description of our test of this OCR tools. 
Regard to our requirement of extracting table frame lines, several studies was found to conduct table 
frame line recognition task by detecting the ruling lines. Most of these studies were developed base on 
one or more than one of following techniques: run-length algorithm, projection profile and Hough line 
transform. 
 
 Document Layout Structure Extraction Using Bounding Boxes of Different Entities 

In study [17], Jahan and Ragel developed an document layout structure extraction approach by great use 
of horizontal/vertical projection profile in a top-down fashion. First, they applied X-Y cut algorithm on 
bounding box of connected components extracted from the image to segment the document into zones. 
Secondly, they analyzed the connected components (CC) in each zone and classify them to different 
entities (vertical/horizontal lines, noise, characters, etc.). Hereafter, they kept making use of projection 
profile to extract text-lines from document page, text words from text-lines and table structures from 
textual zones.  
 
 Automatic Table Detection in Document Images 

In [18], Gatos et al. carried the line detection task by computing the horizontal and vertical black runs 
in the binarized image and filtering the black runs with several rules (e.g. black runs with great length 
and small width, length greater than average characters height, etc.) which are applied to the lines. The 
binarized image to be used to compute black runs is acquired by preprocessing which include adaptive 
binarization, skew correction [19] and noise border removal [20]. The skew correction [19] is an Hough 
transform approach base on rectangular blocks description in binarized image. After detecting lines-like 
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black run set, they excluded the black runs of lines using text/image characteristic features to refine the 
detected line set. 
 
 Table frame line detection in low quality document images based on Hough transform 

 In study [21] by Tian, Gao and Huang, run length smoothing algorithm (RLSA) and Hough line 
transform were proposed to detect the lines longer than a predefined threshold. RLSA is a slightly 
modified version of run-length algorithms. It switches the value of an interval between two runs where 
the interval is smaller than a defined threshold. It is used to combine the two runs and their interval into 
a single long run where the gap between two runs is small. To detect the lines, Skew correction 
preprocessing is addressed by them before conducting the RLSA to remove text region. After 
performing RLSA, they use Hough line transform incorporating features of projection profile, connected 
domain and intersection to extract the table lines. 
Even though the aforementioned solutions work well in their scenarios, either run-length or projection 
profile application requires correctly deskew process performed. Back to our case, deskew process is 
more complex since some image in our dataset have two pages skew in different degree. 
 
 Line Detection in Binary Document Scans: A Case Study with the International Tracing Service 

Archives 
In Lee’s study [22], he used Hough line transform to detect the lines. To resolve the problem that Hough 
line transform detection either miss detecting true lines or detect false positive line whichever parameter 
used, he developed a post-processing method to filter the candidate lines in the scenario that use Hough 
line transform to detect as many lines as both true positive and false positive lines detected. The post-
processing method consists of two parts. First part is to compute the average line pixel value to extract 
true solid line; Second part is to compute the candidate lines periodicity with Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) to extract the true dot line. His post-processing method is based on the characteristics that solid 
line tends to have lower average line pixel value (in case of while background, black line) and dot line 
have higher frequency of its periodicity. However, this solution does not work well on the scanned image 
with low quality featuring some solid lines are broken on it. 
 
 Form Frame Line Detection with Directional Single-Connected Chain 

Besides aforementioned methods, there are some studies using particular methods to detect lines. 
In study [23] by Zhang et al., they develop a method to detect frame lines with low quality which can 
be skew, deformed, cursive and disconnected by using Directional Single-Connected Chain (DSCC). 
DSCC is a black pixel run-length array in either horizontal or vertical direction. The line detection 
process is conducted generally by computing two DSCC co-line distance to estimate the probability that 
two DSCCs are on the same line. Allegedly, this method performs well at precision. However, the time 
cost is expensive due to its complex computing process. 
 
[22] and [23] circumvents the issue of deskew in our case, however, they both have their own drawbacks. 
Regard to the application of machine learning techniques in layout analysis, most existing studies are 
aim at task of table detection in mixed content page instead of layout extraction. However, we also 
reviewed some studies applied on table detection and analyzed usability of their methods in our study. 
 
 Table Extraction from Document Images using Fixed Point Model 

In study [24], Bansal, Harit and Roy proposed a table detection solution by developing their foreground 
and background features which encloses foreground block characteristics and contextual information. 
These features are used to feed into the fixed-point model to classify/label the blocks. The foreground 
features are extracted from text blocks and the background features are extracted from while spaces and 
ruling lines statistics. They acquired the text blocks by segmenting the document into homogeneous 
region (e.g. text, graphics) using leptonica library1 first and use morphological closing operation to 
produce the text blocks. Their solution is kind of a bottom up solution which does not fully use the ruling 
lines information.  
                                                      
 
1 http://www.leptonica.com/ 
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 Table Recognition in Heterogeneous Documents using Machine Learning 
Lately, Rashid et al. released a study [25] conducting the table recognition task which follow the bottom 
up approach. In their study, they first performed OCR to acquire the words in the document; Secondly, 
contextual features (e.g. white space distribution, distances between words, size of words) extraction 
from words was performed; Thirdly, they classified each word base on their contextual features to 
table/non-table class using a neural network with a post processing method. Fourthly, table recognition 
operation is performed by using the geometrical position of each classified word/element to extract the 
content from table. The principle of table detection in [25] here is little similar with [24], which both 
classify the text into table/non-table class with contextual features. 
 
Bottom up approach used in [24] and [25] is generally used to differentiate the table content among the 
mixed content in a document page. Since our Swedish historical handwritten document with whole page 
table content does not require the table detection to be performed and there are many empty table cells 
in the document page, bottom up approach does not meet our requirement. 
 
 Learning to Detect Tables in Scanned Document Images Using Line Information 

In [26], Kasar et al. developed a method to detected table by using run-length algorithm to detect 
vertical/horizontal lines. Within their process, Gaussian filter was first used to smooth the input image; 
Secondly, morphological black hat operation was performed to enhance the black pixels which compose 
into structures; Thirdly, low threshold is used to perform the image binarization to conserve the low 
contrasted line pixels; Fourthly, run-length algorithm is used  in vertical/horizontal direction to look for 
runs greater than a defined threshold to detect lines; Meanwhile they assume the image is not skew; 
After that, they extracted features from CCs with three intersecting lines (horizontal/vertical) base on 
characteristics of table such as enclosure, regularity of structural arrangement and convex deficiency; 
Finally, they fed the extracted features into SVM to classify the CCs into table/non-table category to 
detect table. In general, their solution is supposed to work on the documents where table lines are in 
good quality and not skew. 
 
 Fast CNN-based document layout analysis [27] 

Viana and Oliveira released a study [27] undertaking general layout analysis task which can be used on 
table detection. They made use of projection profile as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) input to 
classify the document region and they have reduced bi-dimension document image analysis to 1D 
signature analysis. Their solution is divided in three steps. Firstly, they pre-process an input document 
image and segment it into content blocks; secondly, they create the vertical and horizontal projections 
and feed these projections to CNN model to train them to perform the multi-class classification of text, 
image and table in the document image; thirdly, they use the trained model to classify new document 
image as validation. Specifically, in segmentation step, gray scale conversion, run length algorithms, 
dilation operation and connected component operation have been applied on the document image to 
extract the content blocks in an image. The main purpose of their study is to segment the document in 
blocks and label these blocks which is a little bit off with our goal. 
 
 A typed and handwritten text block segmentation system for heterogeneous and complex documents 

In study [28], Barlas et al. released a study which separates the text/non-text elements and extracts the 
different types of blocks in the document page. To separate the text/non-text elements, they first 
extracted the CC from document and removed the small and large CCs which are noise; Then used 
multilayer perceptron classifier to classify CCs into text/non-text category base on simple features like 
each CC attributes (e.g. aspect ratio, area ratio, density, etc.) and context features (e.g. width, height, 
centroid y-position of CCs enclosed by current CC). The strategy this study follows is similar with the 
one in [26]. They both made use CCs and extracted the requisite CCs. However, this method is not based 
on correctly deskew scenario and it seems well fit with our requirement of separating text elements and 
non-text elements which are table elements in our dataset. The only remained problem is that some text 
element and non-text elements are connected in our document pages. In later section in our study, similar 
strategy to separate the text and non-text elements will be used and a way to break components with text 
and non-text elements connected will be explored. 
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 DeepDeSRT:Deep Learning for Detection and Structure, Recognition of Tables in Document 
Images 

In [29], Schreiber et al. proposed deep-learning based solutions to detect and recognize table. In table 
detection, their solution used transfer learning to tune Faster R-CNN pre-trained model of by Ren et 
al.[30]. This method is based on principle of object detection which can be used to the table as object in 
document. In table recognition, they adjusted FCN semantic segmentation model by Shelhamer et al. 
[31] to identify table element such as rows, columns and cells, which is also used transfer learning 
method. 
 
As for the dataset, Studies [24] and [25] have tested their solutions on the UW- III (University of 
Washington) dataset, UNLV dataset and their own dataset; Studies [26] and [28] used MAURDOR 
campaign dataset [32]. 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Filter application 
To find out proper methods which can be used to extracting general generally horizontal and vertical 
table lines in Swedish Historical Handwritten document, expert opinions is used. Taken advice from 
Abbas, an image expert who is my supervisor, Hessian filter and Gabor filter are adopted. Hessian filter 
can be used to detect horizontal/vertical/diagonal line pixels. Gabor filter can be used to detect any 
direction line pixels specified. Both Hessian filter and Gabor filter suppress pixels other than line pixels. 
From online search and expert interpretation, it is learned that Hough line detection is common method 
to extract straight line and its line extraction strategy is quite different from filtering. It detects lines base 
on the pixel quantity in the same line instead of using kernel to perform kernel operation on the original 
image in filtering. In the following content, Hessian and Gabor filter descriptions have been given. The 
filter application in this section will be adopted as part of developing solutions later. 

3.1.1 Hessian filter 
As a square matrix with second-order partial derivatives of a function, Hessian matrix can be used to 
conduct second derivative test on gray scale image to detect local maximum, local minimum or a saddle 
point by considering the gray scale image is a two variables function.  
In [33], Alejandro and the others introduce Hessian matrix application and develop Hessian filter to 
enhance the vessel structure in vessel visualization and quantification. The main theory of their study is 
using second derivative Gaussian kernel with scale s to measure the contrast between the region inside 
and outside the range (-s, s). With same characteristics of vascular structures studied in [33], some lines 
in our Swedish historical handwritten document dataset have low contrast and hardly be perceived by 
normal binarization technique. This reason greatly impacts the integrity of detected lines in our study. 
In this case, A Hessian filter function implemented in MATLAB is applied on our image dataset and 
analyze its outcome. Application outcome of Hessian filter on image in Figure 2 are showed below in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 2. Original image 
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Figure 3. Outcome of Hessian filter application on Swedish historical handwritten document with vertical lines 

filtration. 
 

 
Figure 4. Outcome of Hessian filter application on Swedish historical handwritten document with horizontal 

lines filtration. 
 
From the outcome above, it can be observed that the horizontal and vertical lines are detected 
successfully with some vertical and horizontal components of text. However, the detected lines are 
coarse and not flat. 

3.1.2 Gabor filter 
Accord to description of Gabor filter in study [34] by Feichtinger and Strohmer, it is a linear filter that 
compose of Gaussian kernel function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave; With the capability that 
analyze “whether there is any specific frequency content in the image in specific directions in a localized 
region around the point or region of analysis". Gabor filter is generally used to conduct texture analysis. 
In this case, the table lines lying in our Swedish historical handwritten document image dataset can be 
detected with Gabor filter by conducting the texture analysis in horizontal and vertical direction. 
Together with Petkov and Wieling’s online example demonstration [35] of Gabor filter application, 
different effects by different parameter of Gabor filter can be intuitively perceived. In our detection test, 
two parameters (wavelength  orientation θ) are used. By tuning these two parameters, texture with 
different direction and different density can be detected. Here, texture density can be interpreted as 
frequency. The wavelength  of Gabor filter is the wavelength of the sinusoidal wave carrier, it 
associates the texture density (frequency) to be detected. The orientation θ of Gabor filter concerns with 
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the texture direction to be detected. In our test, different wavelengths have been applied on our dataset. 
The test outcome is presented below in Figure 5 and Figure 6 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Gabor filter filtration result with orientation 0 degree and three different wavelengths, (a) result with 
wavelength 3, (b) result with wavelength 4, (c) result with wavelength 5. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6. Gabor filter filtration result with orientation 90 degree and three different wavelengths, (a) result with 
wavelength 3, (b) result with wavelength 4, (c) result with wavelength 5. 

 
As seen from the result above, no matter any of the three (3, 4, 5) wavelength is used, all lines in the 
original image can be detected. As the wavelength is longer, the detected lines are wider. Comparing 
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the detected line by Hessian filter, Gabor detected lines are less coarse and smooth. Because of no pre-
knowledge about which one of the three wavelength works the best throughout our Swedish historical 
handwritten document dataset, experiment is made to find it in following study. 

3.2 Open source tool applications 
3.2.1 OCRopus testing 
As we mentioned in the previous related works, OCRopus is a popular open source OCR tool with layout 
analysis function. In this section, OCRopus is tested and studied regard to its layout analysis function. 
Base on the introduction on OCRopus online Github page2, OCRopus is capable of recognizing section 
of text lines, ruling line, sidebar, caption, table, line drawing, continuous tone image, page number, 
header and footer. White space column black column separators are taken into consideration when 
layout analysis task conducted. 
In our tests of OCRopus application on Swedish historical handwritten document, parameters have been 
tuned by feeding different input file in OCRopus. It is found that the best setup overall for OCRopus to 
be applied on our example Swedish historical handwritten document comes from the following 
command: 
 
ocropus-gpageseg -d --minscale 1 --maxseps 500 --maxcolseps 0 --csminheight 5 --maxlines 600 
example.jpg 
 
Command parameters interpretation are list in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Command parameters interpretation 

-d: debug option 
--maxseps: the maximum black column separator 
--maxcolseps: maximum white column separators 
--maxlines: maximum text lines 
--minscale minimum scale permitted in image size check 
--csminheight minimum height of detecting white column 

separator  
 

By inspecting pixels value of the output images, it has been found out that OCR divides the page section 
only with respect to vertical column separator and neglect the horizontal line separator. In other word, 
OCRopus does not detect the horizontal lines, which deviates our goal of detecting the table layout. To 
enable OCRopus to detect horizontal lines, we have rotated the image and remove the text components 
pixel beforehand. The horizontal lines detected by OCRopus in this way are disconnected. Generally, 
OCRopus can only output a mask image indicating the vertical column separators which is useful for 
us. The mask image is showed in  
Figure 7. In this image, the text lines pixel value is 76, the separator padding pixel value is 178 and the 
separator pixel value is 255. 

 

                                                      
 
2 https://github.com/tmbdev/ocropy/wiki/OCRopus-File-Formats#physical-layout 
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Figure 7. Column separator in mask image produced by OCRopus 
 

Since OCRopus does not provide much help and cost quite some time to produce a lot of data which is 
useless for us regarding our goal (extracting mask), we decide to abandon the use of OCRopus and move 
on with other techniques to conduct our table layout extracting work. 
 

3.2.2 OCRfeeder testing 
There is another OCR system similar with OCRopus, named OCRfeeder. Accord to description [36] of 
OCRfeeder on its official web page, OCRfeeder supports layout analysis and OCR functions; With its 
layout analysis function, it outlines page contents and differentiate contents between graphics and text 
categories for OCR process; OCRfeeder enable user to define and correct the bounding box produced 
in layout analysis; After text recognition process, users are also supported to modify the recognized text 
result by correcting the transcribed characters. Result produced in recognition process includes the 
segmented image, segments location and segments containing transcribed characters. These results can 
be output to a file in different formats. 
By doing some small experiments, we found that OCRfeeder is more an OCR system as OCRopus. It is 
more integrated tool than OCRopus. With respect to the setting of layout analysis operation, it only 
support users to tune the window size and switch on and off column detection. In the experiment we 
made that applying it on our Swedish historical handwritten document dataset, it fails to segment the 
cells content by recognizing the whole page as image. Tuning different window size of the parameter 
still gives the same output. 
Due to the failure of OCRfeeder application, it makes it impossible for us to move on our study of layout 
analysis with OCRfeeder. 

3.3 Implementation 
Before implementing each solution followed, we adopted Contrast Limited Adaptive histogram 
equalization (CLAHE) [37], [38] technique as the first preprocessing step for each solution. This 
technique enhances contrast of image and prevent amplifying noise at the meanwhile. It helps to 
separate the foreground and the background with Hessian and Gabor filters. 

3.3.1 Image processing solution I - Hessian filter with mask application 
This solution mainly utilizes the filtered images by Hessian filter to produce a binarized image which 
indicates the table layout. The main idea is dilating the filtered image of second derivatives along 
diagonal direction and use it as mask to remove the residual text pixel in filter images of second 
derivatives along vertical and horizontal direction. Following contents give description of each phase. 
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Figure 8. Process flow of mask image production 

 
As showed in Figure 8, images Dxx, Dxy and Dyy are produced first by hessian filter applied on the 
original images. Image Dxx embodies 2nd derivatives along the x axis, which depict horizontal lines. Image 
Dxy depicts the diagonal line pixels detected and Dyy depicts the vertical line pixels detected. Secondly, 
dilate the image Dxy to make the diagonal line pixels bigger to produce image dilated Dxy. In image 
Dxy, the diagonal line pixels are basically the text pixels. Thirdly, take the complement of dilated Dxy 
image as mask. Fourthly, combine Dxx and Dyy. Finally, Use the produced mask to perform AND 
bitwise operation with combined image of Dxx+Dyy. This operation removes the text and produces the 
final result image with detect horizontal and vertical lines. 
 

 
 

Original image

Dxx Dyy

DXX+Dyy

Dxy

Dilated Dxy

Mask

result
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Figure 9. Result of solution I using mask operation. 

 
Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) shows the outcome of two typical layout document with this solution I. This 
solution works fine in most (a) type document. Regard to (b) type document, it fails to detect the 
horizontal lines in some cases and the detected vertical lines are cut off. By inspecting the process, we 
found out that the reason of failing to detect the horizontal lines is because of low contrast of horizontal 
lines residing in the document. The reason that the detected vertical lines are cut off to some extent is 
because the vertical lines are skew and part of these vertical lines are detected as diagonal components 
in image Dxy which is used as mask to remove the text pixels. In certain point, the mask destroys 
integrity of line. 

3.3.2 Image processing solution II - Gabor filter with morphological opening 
As mentioned in the previous section, Gabor filter, a linear filter detects frequency components along 
with a specific direction. As showed in in section 3.1.2, applying Gabor filter on our Swedish historical 
handwritten gives quite acceptable result on detecting vertical and horizontal lines in document. 
Comparing the outcome of Hessian filter and Gabor filter in Figure 6-9, It can be found that the remained 
text components in filtered images produced by Gabor filter are much smaller than the ones produced 
by Hessian filter. Plus, the quality of detected lines produced by Gabor filter is better than the one 
Hessian filter produces. If solution I mask operation is applied on the Gabor filtered images to remove 
the text pixel, similar result with solution I will be given. This was testified by running experiment.  
Regard to the feature that the remained text components in filtered image produced by Gabor filter are 
relatively small, it allows us to employ morphological opening operation to remove the text components. 
Morphological opening operation is a process that apply erosion and dilation on the images in sequence. 
Our second proposed solution is to apply morphological opening on the filtered image produced by 
Gabor filter. In morphological opening process of our implementation, vertical rectangle and horizontal 
rectangle are used as structured element to remove the text in horizontal and vertical filtered images 
respectively. Finally, the two images after opening process from a same image are combined. Figure 10 
shows the procedure work flow of this solution. 
 

(b) 
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Figure 10. Work flow of solution II, apply Gabor filter with horizontal direction specified, produce detected 

horizontal line components in a grayscale image B1; apply Gabor filter with vertical direction specified, 
produce detected vertical line components in a grayscale image B2; apply morphological opening with 

horizontal rectangle as structure element to remove the text component, binarize the image afterward with Otsu 
[39] and produce image C1; same procedure as procedure  except using vertical rectangle as structures 

element to remove the text components, produce image C2;  combine image C1 and C2 to produce the final 
detected mask image indicating the document layout. 

 
The wavelength of Gabor filter and the shape of structure element used in morphological opening 
operation greatly affects the solution outcome. In aspect of wavelength in Gabor filter, longer 
wavelength leads to more intact lines to be produced and causes more noises at the meanwhile. In aspect 
of structure element shape defined in morphological opening operation, we also have run lots of tests 
with to find out the proper structure element shape to conduct the morphological opening operation since 
the structure element used here must not lead to eliminate the vertical lines and horizontal lines which 
belong the table framework. We found out that the slender rectangular structure element well fits our 
demands. We also found that overlong structure element removes text pixels and destroys lines integrity 
more likely. Finally, we fixed the wavelength as 4 and regular structure element shape with length 41 
and width 5. Figure 11 shows result of this solution.  
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Figure 11. Results of solution II  

 
From the result above, we can see that solution II gives apparently better result than solution I, which 
can only detect part of the horizontal lines in Figure 9(b). However, it is still not able to detect the intact 
horizontal lines in Figure 11(b) due to low contrast and binarization process of Otsu method zeros these 
low contrast pixels value. In our experiments, horizontal lines can be found more intact before 
binarization process. 
From the result, we can see that skewed lines in Figure 11(b) can be detected. However, the vertical 
rectangular structure element used in morphological opening operation destroys the skew vertical lines 
integrity theoretically, even though it was not indicated obviously in our result. 

3.3.3 Solution III - Connected Component with Machine Learning Classifier 
In this section, alternative incorporating machine learning technique have been explored. Refer to [26] 
and [28], CCs are extracted and their features are analyzed and used by machine learning classifier to 
classify them into table/non-table lines class. As we mentioned before, this strategy cannot handle the 
CCs which has text and line element connected. However, as the result presented in section 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2, Hessian filter and Gabor filter can break these kind of CC to a certain extent; Moreover, Hough 
line transform can help us to dissipate the non-line pixels when it is applied on each individual CC. With 
aforementioned methods, we come up an adapted version of solution similar with [26] and [28] for our 
Swedish historical handwritten document. In general, the whole process can break down into four stages: 
preprocessing, CCs production, feature extraction and classification of CCs. The work flow of the 
solution is presented in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Solution III work flow 
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In training process, because of lack of ground true data, we had no option but to manually annotate a 
sample set of CC instances as training set. In the follow, our solution procedures are detailed. 
1) Preprocessing 

In this stage, the main purpose is enhancing contrast to distinguish text and line element from 
background. CLAHE is applied to enhance the contrast first. Thereafter, Gabor filter was tuned to 
extract the roughly horizontal and vertical foreground elements respectively as before. The reason 
we choose Gabor filter over Hessian filter is because Gabor filter produces better quality of lines 
and less noise. Next, Otsu binarization process conducted.  
After binarization process, resulted images are found to have a lot of noise elements. To solve this 
problem, two alternatives have been tested. The first one is morphological opening with structure 
element in similar size with noise. The second one is removing elements with width or height less 
than or equal to two. The result turned out that the morphological opening alternative would destroy 
line elements since many line elements have variant width in different parts. Those parts of line with 
small width would be erased in morphological operation. Thus, alternative of removing element 
base on element size is adopted. 
At this point, the elements reserved after horizontal filtering process are basically horizontal element, 
the one reserved after vertical filtering process are vertical elements. However, they are not all 
derived from the horizontal and vertical line in original document, some of them are from text, some 
of them are noise. The filtering process cannot fully separate the components with connected text 
and line. Somehow, filtering process incurs a small portion of text and line element connecting 
together. Temporal result can be seen in Figure 13. Desirable result should be individual vertical 
lines after vertical filtering process, and individual horizontal lines after horizontal element without 
connection. 
 

 
Figure 13. Result after denoising process. The orange ellipse enclosing areas are examples of connected 

components including text and line element; The read ellipse areas enclosing area are examples of residual noise. 
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In this case, we took a step further and have studied ways to break down the connected components 
including text and line element. 
 Defective CC breakdown/Refine image 

Regard to CCs with connected text and line element, we call them defective CC. By observing 
defective CC, it can be found that these CCs include line element with some extra elements in it. 
Those parts of extra element can be usually detected with projection profile and the line element can 
be detected by Hough line transform method, which is straightforward. Thus, we devised some 
experiment to see how they perform on break down defective CCs.  

In projection profile method, we produce vertical projection profile for defective CC produced after 
horizontal filtering process and detect the peak of projection profile. The peak region usually 
corresponds intersection region of text and line element, the width of extra element usually 

corresponds the width of peak of projection profile. This can be seen in  
Figure 14. 
 

 
 

Figure 14 Projection profile of defective CC 
 

In this case, with structure element whose width is slightly greater than peak width, applying 
morphological opening operation in peak nearby region can remove the extra element. This method 
limits the morphological operation area, which prevents to destroy other part of line component. 
Result is presented in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15 Breakdown result with projection profile 

 
In Hough line transform method, CC segmented image was applied Hough line transform. Before 
performing this operation, we have analysed orientation and length of all the CCs which are true 
table lines in training data and acquire their orientation range and the smallest length among them 
respectively in horizontal and vertical category. The acquired orientation range of each CC category 
is used as input parameter in Hough line transform in each CC category. The smaller value between 
0.9×length of current CC and the smallest length among true line CCs of current CC category is also 
used as shortest detecting length in Hough line transform. These two input parameters can exclude 
the extra line element in current CC and produce our desirable result. Figure 16 shows the result of 
Hough line transform. 

Defective CC 

Horizontal projection profile 

Vertical projection profile 
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Figure 16. Breakdown result with Hough line transform, the region in blue is the detected line region in Hough 
line transform. 

 
To compare these two breakdown methods, we applied them on a sample set of defective CCs, the 
result turned out that Hough line transform is more stable and produce less useless components. 
Since shape of defective CCs vary and are irregular, peak detection failure in some cases leads 
failing to break down the defective CC. Result are given in Appendix A 
Therefore, we adopted Hough line transform method and apply it on all CCs to refine their shape 
before feature extraction. To be more accurate in detection, we make the CC segmented image 
slightly bigger including some of its surrounding region, which gives Hough line transform more 
information about CC’s neighbourhood to evaluate possible lines. 

2) CC Production and Annotation 
After refining CCs shape in filtered image, we re-extract CC with their statistics (e.g. coordinate, 
width, height and area). In fact, this is only the case when we produce our test data. When 
producing training data, the CCs used to be extract features are the same one produced at the first 
time which are used to remove noise. Before removing noise, they were also used to be annotated 
their labels (e.g. horizontal/vertical table line, non-line). 
This series of processes enable us to better analyze the true horizontal/vertical table line statistics 
(e.g. size, length, orientation…etc.), which are used in following noise removing process and CC 
breakdown process. In later processes, the CCs data (e.g. label image, CC statistics) is modified as 
these processes modified the images. 
As for our annotated training set, we annotated CCs from 111 images. There are totally 668078 
non-line CCs, 33850 horizontal line CCs and 16213 vertical line CCs in this dataset. Example of 
annotated CCs after breakdown process are presented in Appendix B. It can be seen that a few 
defective CCs still cannot be broken down, even though breakdown process refine most CCs to a 
large extent. 

3) Feature extraction from CCs 
At this stage, we separate two paths in parallel to conduct feature extraction task. One is using 
transfer learning feature, the other one is custom features inspired by [26] and [28]. 
 
A. Transfer learning features 

In deep learning domain, transfer learning is getting more and more adoption to carry image 
processing tasks in recent years. 
To deal with variation between biomedical images caused by different scanners or imaging 
protocol in automatic segmentation task, Van Opbroek and the others [40] use transfer learning 
to deal with distribution difference between training data and target data by using a small set of 
representative training data with a large set of similar data to train classifiers. Results shows that 
their scheme reduce errors up to 60% comparing common supervised learning approach.  
In 2017, Mehdipour Ghazi, Yanikoglu and Aptoula publish a study [41] that using pretrained 
deep convolutional neural network GoogleNet, AlexNet and VGGNet to identify the plant 
species. Transfer learning was used to fine-tune these models and fused into a combined system. 
They achieved 80% accuracy and 0.752 overall inverse rank score on test set of LifeCLEF 2015 
plant task datasets, which outperform the winner in LifeCLEF 2015. 
There are far more applications of transform learning beside these two studies and [29] 
mentioned in our related work. As interpretation in [42], “Transfer learning is a research 
problem in machine learning that focuses on storing knowledge gained while solving one 
problem and applying it to a different but related problem”. The most common use case of 
transfer learning in image processing nowadays is making use of pretrain network model 
producing features to recognize something similar with original recognized object of network. 
For example, network trained to recognize horse was used to extract features to recognize 
donkey. With transfer learning making use of pretrain model, it saves us a lot of time and work 
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to train and tune a model on target dataset. Thus, we also give a try to use pretrain model to 
extract features from CC segmented images, which is similar with the strategy used in [29]. 
For ease of use, we followed transfer learning feature extraction tutorial [43] provided by 
MATLAB to extract convolutional neural network features using AlexNet. AlexNet [44] is a 
pretrain model which is trained to classify 1.2 million images from ImageNet LSVRC-2010 [45] 
contest and able to classify image into 1000 different classes. To extract AlexNet features, we 
first produced segmented images of CCs, resize these segmented images secondly and fed them 
in network to produce features thirdly. The whole extraction process is simple and 
straightforward. 
 

B. Custom features 
In second alternative, we used traditional approach to analyze image characteristics and extract 
image features which describe the table lines characteristics. By studying all the extracted features 
used in [26] and [28], we employed those which is suitable for us. Moreover, we extend the features 
set with some features which encode useful information about table lines.  
Since the data instance is individual CC, features of instance are extracted base on individual CC 
unit. In Table 2 below, the custom features set are listed. 
 

Table 2 Custom features 
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GLCM [46], [47] is image texture features. It uses a matrix to indicate the distribution of co-
occurring grey scale value pair at a specified offset in image. Statistics (e.g. contrast, correlation, 
dissimilarity…etc.) can be computed from image derived GLCM. In scikit-learn library, GLCM [47] 
is represented as 4-dimensional array. The two additional dimensions is used for offsets and 
orientations. In our study, GLCM statistics is used to encode CC contextual information and uncover 
the relation of current CC with neighbour CCs. Two GLCMs are computed on two patches extracted 
from both ends of CC. Since foreground pixels belonging to a line are denser than foreground pixels 
not belonging any lines in line direction, horizontal/vertical line CC and non-line CC are supposed 
to produce distinct statistics. 
As interpreted in study [48] by Dalal and Triggs, HOG is an image feature descriptor using 
histogram to counts the occurrence of oriented gradients of a localize potion of image. It is common 
used in objection detection. In our study, we use this feature to encode shape of CCs to enrich the 
information about CC for classifier. We set 6 as number of bins for HOG computing. This should 
be enough to differentiate different oriented CCs since the orientations of table lines are distributed 
around 0 and 90. 

4) Classification of CCs 
In training phase, with expert advice, SVM and RF classifiers were trained respectively on two kinds 
of aforementioned features, the custom features and the transfer learning features. For the reason of 
complexity and expensive training time cost of neural network, neural network model is not adopted 
to carry classification task in our study. Experiments are run to find appropriate classification setups 
and compare the two classifiers’ performance. 
Before feeding data into classifier, it is common practice to apply data pre-processing techniques 
[49] (e.g. imputation, scaling). Since there are NAN value produced in our custom feature data, 
imputation need to be applied with use of custom feature. Three imputation strategies are tested on 
custom feature data in experiment, they are specified constant, mean and median of each feature 
across instances. As for scaling, standardization and normalization are tested. Standardization scales 
data belonging same feature to have zero mean and unit variance. Normalization scales data 
belonging an instance to have unit norm. Principal component analysis (PCA) [50] is also tested in 
our experiment. PCA is used to reduce the feature dimensions and keep top N features best 
characterizing instances of different classes. 
In predict phase, the two best classification setups found in experiments for transfer features and 
custom features are used to classify CCs produced in test images. After classification, the CCs 
classified as table line in each image are drawn in their production mask images. 

 

3.3.4 Experiments in implantation 
In this section, four Experiments conducted in our study is described. Experiment I and II are 
conducted to find proper classification setup (e.g. imputation, scaling, classifier…etc.); Experiment III 
is conducted to evaluate performance of the three best classification setups found in experiments I and 
II; Experiment IV is conducted to train the final classifiers. 

3.3.4.1 Experiment I - classification setup exploration for custom features 
In this experiment, the goal is to compare different setup performance when classification is conduct 
on custom features. Different imputation, scaling strategies and different parameters setup for RF and 
SVM classifiers are tested. The incorporation of PCA was also test in this experiment. To find out the 
best parameters setup for classifiers in each alternative, Exhaustive Grid Search [51] is used to explore 
all different combination of input parameters and return the best classifiers’ with its parameters setup. 
Classification of CCs in horizontal category is separated with CCs in vertical category. Basic 
experiment setup is list as Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Basic setup of experiment I 
Dataset A small set of features data extracted from several randomly selected images. 

 Sample quantities in horizontal category 
    Total: 59086, True: 3648, False: 55438 
 Sample quantities in vertical category  

    Total:22463, True: 1353, False: 21110 
Validation strategy Cross validation with 3 folds stratified split of training data 

 
Classification results of horizontal and vertical CCs using different alternatives are presented in 
Appendix C. Alternatives in both results are ordered by their f1 score from the largest to smallest.  
In horizontal CC classification result, it can be easily seen that most alternatives have relatively high 
accuracy even though they have low f1 score. This case reflects the unbalance problem of the dataset 
we chose in this experiment. It is possible that even though all true instances are misclassified, the 
accuracy can be still higher than 90% since the true instances are only about 6.17% out of the total 
samples set. That is the reason we use f1 score as the main metric to measure the performance of 
alternatives in this experiment. Regard to imputation strategy, the custom one gives similar 
performance with the mean strategy overall. Median strategy is also employed in some pilot trials. 
However, it gives much inferior performance, thus we deprecate the use of it. In aspect of use of PCA, 
among top 8 alternatives, half of them adopted PCA use. Regard to scaling methods, the 
standardization one is apparently better than the normalization one. In the last comparison between RF 
and SVM classifiers, Among the top 8 with the better scaling technique, SVM outperforms RF 
classifier. 
In vertical CC classification result, most alternatives give similar performance in line of their 
performance in horizontal CC classification. Mean and custom imputation strategy give have similar 
performance. SVM is better to couple with PCA while RF is not. Normalization is still the worse 
scaling method. Combining with appropriate pre-processing, RF performs better than SVM. 
In both horizontal and vertical CC classification, SVM gives poor result when scaling preprocessing is 
not applied and the result of in this case is excluded in Appendix C. The performance of vertical CC 
classification is much better than the horizontal one in this experiment. 

3.3.4.2 Experiment II - classification setup exploration for custom features and transfer 
learning features. 

In this experiment, we include the use of transfer learning features and explore different alternatives’ 
performance as before. However, we made some changes base on discovery in experiment I. A more 
balanced dataset is used. Since the mean and custom imputation strategy for custom features give 
similar result, only custom imputation strategy is retained here. Normalization scaling is not applied 
with custom features due to its poor performance. Also, only the best alternative using RF is retained 
since RF alternative did not work so well. As for the parameter’s setup for SVM and RF classifiers, 
the ones perform the best overall in previous experiment were retained. This gives us C=1, kernel=rbf 
for SVM and n_estimators=40, max_features=number_of_features for RF. Furtherly, two previous 
binary classification (horizontal/vertical CC classification) process are integrated into multi-label 
classification process in this experiment. Experiment basic setup is list below. 
 

Table 4. Basic setup of experiment II 
dataset A random sample set of features data extracted from all training image data. 

 sample quantities in each class 
    Non-line CC instances:3648 
    True horizontal-line CC instances: 3648 
    True vertical CC-line instances: 3648 

validation strategy Split dataset into 70% as training set and 30% as evaluation set 
 
Due to expensive training time cost, we used a smaller dataset and validate the performance by 
dividing data into training set and evaluation set here.  
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The result is presented at Appendix E. It is obvious that the all alternatives give much better outcome 
since we used a more balanced dataset. The horizontal CC is still the most difficult class to classify 
overall, which corresponds with experiment I. With SVM fed with custom features, the alternative 
“ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM”3 produce the best result. With SVM fed with transfer learning features, the 
alternative “TL_null_null_null_SVM”4 perform best. These two alternatives with the best alternative 
using RF was furtherly tested in experiment III with a larger set of data. So far, alternative 
“ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM” perform the best. 

3.3.4.3 Experiment III - performance comparison of selected alternatives. 
This experiment is a successive experiment of previous one which aims to test performance 
consistency of the three selected alternatives’ when they are applied on a large set of data. To 
randomize the selection and to avoid overfitting the models, cross validation is used. The experiment 
basic setup is list Table 5 below. 
 

Table 5. Basic setup of experiment III 
Dataset A random sample set of features data extracted from all training image data. 

 sample quantities in each class 
    Non-line CC instances:60000 
    True horizontal-line CC instances: 10000 
    True vertical-line CC instances: 10000 

Validation strategy Cross validation with 2 folds stratified split of training data 
 
 

Table 6. Classification result of selected alternatives 

 TL_null_null_null_SVM ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM ct_ct_null_stdr_RF 
f1_micro avg5 0.936 0.918 0.914 

 
The result of this experiment is presented in Table 6 above. Since we use cross validation with multi-
label classification here, f1_micro avg is used to measure the overall performance of classification of 
three classes. This time, alternative “TL_null_null_null_SVM” has the better result than 
“ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM”. Since these two alternatives perform well consistently in all these 
experiments, we adopted these two alternatives as two branches of solution III and applied them to 
produce evaluation result at the end. 

3.3.4.4 Experiment IV- final classifiers training 
In this experiment, two classifiers of adopted two alternatives are trained to use in future classification 
process. Larger dataset is used to train the classifiers. Theoretically, this will give better result if 
classifier is fed with more information about different classes of instances. Experiment basic setup is 
list Table 7 below. Evaluation result is presented in Table 8.  
 

Table 7. Basic setup of experiment IV 
Dataset A random sample set of features data extracted from all training image data. 

 sample quantities in each class 
    Non-line CC instances: 48639 
    True horizontal-line CC instances: 32426 
    True vertical-line CC instances: 16213 

Validation strategy Split dataset into 90% as training set and 10% as evaluation set 
 

                                                      
 
3 Alternative using custom features, custom imputation, PCA, standardization scaling and SVM classifier. 
4 Alternative using transfer learning features and SVM classifier without PCA and scaling. 
5 Scikit-learn provides five approaches to determine the type of averaging, the 'micro' method is used here which 
calculates metrics globally by counting the total true positives, false negatives and false positives. 
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Table 8. Classification result of adopted alternatives 

 ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM TL_null_null_null_SVM 
f1_micro avg 0.9755 0.9758 
f1_F6 0.9815 0.9819 
f1_h7 0.9496 0.9561 
f1_v8 0.9917 0.9785 
prec_F 0.9860 0.9795 
prec_h 0.9378 0.9579 
prec_v 0.9902 0.9893 
recall_F 0.9771 0.9843 
recall_h 0.9618 0.9544 
recall_v 0.9932 0.9679 

 
From the result in Table 8, the adopted alternatives give acceptable result generally. However, the 
validation strategy makes the result statistics look better with the large proportion of training data. 

                                                      
 
6 Suffix “F” indicates non-line class 
7 Suffix “h” indicates horizontal line class 
8 Suffix “v” indicates vertical line class 
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4 RESULTS 
After experiment, we finally fixed all solutions design. Thence, we applied them on another set of 
images different from the annotated training images to produce mask images which embody the 
producing table lines in each solution. In the machine learning solution, labels in labeled image was 
used to link the CCs in classification and the ones in images.  

4.1 Time cost 
As for software environment for processes in our study, processes of CLAHE, Hessian filtering with 
mask operation, Gabor filtering, morphological opening and transfer learning feature extraction are 
performed on MATLAB environment, the others are performed on python environment. Graphic 
processing unit (GPU) was used in transfer learning feature extraction. Multi-thread technique is used 
in refining image. Most of these processes are carried out on a computer installed WIN10 OS, with 
Intel i5-6200U CPU, GeForce 940M GPU and 12G RAM. Approximate time cost of each solution is 
presented in Figure 17 below. 
 

 
process CLAHE Hessian filtering 

with mask 
operation 

Gabor 
filtering 
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open 

Refine 
image 

Feature 
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Total 

Solution I 
(Hessian with 
mask) 0.7 3.5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4.2 
Solution II 
(Gabor with 
open) 0.7 N/A 14.8 0.5 N/A N/A N/A 16.0 
Solution III-A 
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Figure 17. Time cost of studied solutions 
 
The approximate time cost here is for reference only since time costs of different processes are 
measured in different environment (note: a few processes are performed in different). However, the 
practical time cost should not vary too much from our result according observation in this study while 
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performing same processes in two devices. From figure above, it can be seen that solution I cost least 
time, solution II comes second. Both machine learning solutions are 18 times slower than the 
traditional ones (solution Ⅰ & Ⅱ). 
Due to expensive time cost of the machine learning solutions, we sampled 70 images in our dataset 
and applied our adopted solutions on them for result evaluation. 

4.2 Evaluation survey 
To fairly evaluate our adopted solutions performance, we made a result evaluation with six assessors 
(excluding the authors) to grade 70 groups images produced embody the extracted table layout. Each 
image group includes four images produced with the four adopted solutions. Grading rule is listed 
Table 9 below. 
 

Table 9. Grading rule in evaluation survey 
Grading scale Integer number from 0 to 10. 

10 is only applied to the result with 100% accuracy (no misclassification).  
0 is applied to the result fail to recognize any true table line. 

Grading criteria Rate each resulted image base on accuracy of line recognition, quality of 
recognized lines.  

 
After group assessment of resulted image, each assessor’s grades for images of each solution are 
averaged. The final assessment result is listed below. 
 

Table 10. Solution evaluation result 

 Solution Ⅰ Solution Ⅱ Solution Ⅲ-A Solution Ⅲ-B 
Assessor 1 6.26 7.21 8.09 7.70 
Assessor 2 4.47 6.17 6.96 6.83 
Assessor 3 4.86 7.23 7.13 6.70 
Assessor 4 5.39 6.30 8.03 7.74 
Assessor 5 5.04 6.00 6.31 6.30 
Assessor 6 3.87 4.69 5.96 5.84 
Average 4.98 6.27 7.08 6.85 

 
These evaluation results show that most assessors give same ranking to these solutions. Solution Ⅲ-A, 
using transfer learning features with SVM, is voted the best. Solution Ⅲ-B, using custom feature with 
SVM, comes second. Solution Ⅰ, using Hessian filter with mask operation, is considered to have the 
worst performance. Examples of the images used for the subjective visual assessment are shown in 
Appendix E. 
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Our result shows that traditional image processing techniques works in more than half of the cases, but 
it is far from enough. Introducing machine learning technique does improve performance on table 
layout extraction task, however, it comes with the price of much greater time cost. 

5.1 Table line extraction performance 
In Appendix E, seven groups of typical resulted images are presented. By inspecting our produced 
result, it can be found that each solution has its own trait. 
Regard to solution Ⅰ, it is capable to extract most of the table lines in most cases. The reason it has the 
lowest grade because the Hessian filter does not work well when dealing with low contrast horizontal 
line, the low contrast table lines are broken off badly after filtering. Secondly, in few cases, this 
solution failed to extract any lines due to binarization failure on filtered image of diagonal direction. 
By looking at the original document images with failure, we found that these images all share one 
characteristic that either they were filled with few handwritten content or no handwritten content. This 
may be a factor messing binarization. Thirdly, mask operation destroys integrity of extracted lines 
after filtering. This can be seen between results of group 1 and group 2 in Appendix E; Less text 
content in group 2-Ⅰ produces less mask area leading more intact extracted lines than group 2-Ⅰ. 
However, except for failure of binarization of diagonal direction filtered image, diagonal direction 
filtering does be able to localize the text in the document. 
Regard to solution Ⅱ, it works mediocrely. It is capable to eliminate most of the text in resulted 
images. Meanwhile, it produces the most visible noise components which are derived from text 
element. Another disadvantage of solution is it produce poor result when the original image is skew 
and low contrasted, which can be seen in group 5 Ⅱ in Appendix E. In some cases, such as group 7, 
this solution does give more equalized performance, while both machine learning solutions fail to 
break down some defective CC and misclassify text component as line. 
Regard to solution Ⅲ-A, it produces superior results comparing other methods. However, it still has 
some problem to classify components with large area. (e.g. group 7 Ⅲ-A in Appendix E). Since the 
feature is extracted from deep convolutional neural network, it is hard to find out why would this 
happen as well as why it can correctly classify the small broken line component as table line. The 
concept learned by deep convolutional neural network is abstract. In few cases, this solution miss 
recognizing some table lines comparing with solution Ⅲ-B (e.g. group 3 and 6).  
Regard to solution Ⅲ-B, it performs between solution Ⅱ and Ⅲ-A. It can recognize most of table line 
and eliminate most of the text noise components. Comparing with solution Ⅲ-A, its main issue is it 
has higher false negative. In other word, it misses recognizing more true line components. By 
inspecting these missed components, we found most of these lines are long lines. To further pinpoint 
the cause, we review this solution design. We found out that resizing process when extracting HOG 
descriptor may mess the features extracted. All CC segmented images are resized to (60,60). However, 
the size of CCs varies much different. The statistic of true table line CCs’ size in training data is 
showed below. 
 

Table 11 statistic of true table line CC size 
 Width Height 

Horizontal line CC mean 362 13 

max 4007 118 

Vertical line CC: 
 

mean 17 652 

max 157 3168 

 
CC segmented images are segmented using CC bounding box. Long skew line being resized to (60,60) 
may destroy line pixels. This is a possible factor affecting solution Ⅲ-B result. This factor is also 
applicable for solution Ⅲ-A since solution Ⅲ-A requires resizing too. However, solution Ⅲ-A produce 
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much more stable result. In aspect of recognize small line components, solution Ⅲ-B is not as good as 
solution Ⅲ-A. (e.g. result in group 5 in Appendix E. 
 

5.2 Consideration of time cost of solution Ⅲ-A and Ⅲ-B 
Solution Ⅲ-A and Ⅲ-B both have the expensive time cost issue by employment of refinement and 
classification process, but there is some space for improvement. The expensive time cost can be 
attributed to two reasons below: 

 Dataset used to train model is too large, which makes the model more complex leading longer 
prediction time  

 Since two environments (python and MATLAB) are alternatively used due to ease of use in 
experiment phase, passing large data between these two environemnts cost more extra time. 

The first issue can be solved by refining and downsizing the training data size. The second issue can be 
relieved by: Unify the use of environment to reduce redundancy or rewrite code in C/C++ environment; 
Refactor code of in refinement process; Parallelize program execution in deeper level with use of GPU 
and multi-processing technique. In current state, making use of AlexNet [52] with Caffe python interface 
is the more realistic option. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Eventually, we discovered that existing OCR systems, OCRopus and OCRfeeder, are not able to 
conduct layout analysis task on documents with table format (answers Q1). Traditional image 
processing techniques (e.g. filtering, mask operation, morphological operation) are capable to a certain 
extent to extract table layout in a document (answers Q2). However, a better performance can be 
achieved by using our CC breakdown method together with machine learning techniques whilst the 
latter comes with a higher time complexity. Moreover, with a high achieved accuracy and with 
simplicity to implement, transfer learning and deep convolutional network do prove their value and do 
explain why they are so popular nowadays in image processing (answers Q3). 
To successfully separate the table layout, we have used filter filtering the image, extracted CCs, 
manually annotated individual CCs, extracted features of CC and classified them, which requires 
heavy load of work. Even so, components with text and line connected still cannot be broken down in 
a few cases. The segmentation process cannot ideally separate the text and table line. In the future, this 
can be continued studying by experimenting using deep learning network to automatically carry out 
segmentation task. There are already quite some studies in this area. However, specific experiments 
are needed to verify the feasibility of this assumption when it is applied on Swedish historical 
handwritten document data. 
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APPENDIX A 
CC breakdown methods comparison.  

 
Images with white background are images produced from Gabor filter, with blue are breakdown result 
with Hough line transform and with yellow are projection profile. 
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APPENDIX B 
Example of annotated image after breakdown process. 

In the two annotated images, the yellow CCs are true table line, the white CCs are non-line component. 
Annotate horizotal CC: 

 
Annotated vertical CC: 
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APPENDIX C 
Result of experiment Ⅰ - classification results of horizontal and vertical CCs 

 
Different alternatives’ classification result of horizontal CCs. 

Alternative name imputer PCA scaler classifier accuracy precision recall f1 fitTime scoreTime n_
ct_PCA_stdr_SVM ct1 yes stdr2 SVM 0.955 0.801 0.538 0.522 124.475 184.264 
mean_PCA_stdr_SVM mean yes stdr SVM 0.955 0.801 0.538 0.522 134.315 204.617 
ct_null_stdr_RF ct no stdr RF 0.959 0.937 0.377 0.479 310.631 0.891 
ct_null_stdr_SVM ct no stdr SVM 0.922 0.655 0.631 0.476 44.000 131.813 
mean_null_stdr_SVM mean no stdr SVM 0.922 0.655 0.631 0.476 42.695 127.963 
mean_null_stdr_RF mean no stdr RF 0.956 0.925 0.334 0.439 243.631 0.740 
ct_PCA_stdr_RF ct yes stdr RF 0.955 0.926 0.316 0.437 293.106 0.767 
mean_PCA_stdr_RF mean yes stdr RF 0.953 0.890 0.278 0.395 411.482 0.949 
ct_PCA_norm_RF ct yes norm4 RF 0.942 0.770 0.234 0.284 4.519 0.479 
mean_PCA_norm_RF mean yes norm RF 0.944 0.791 0.200 0.278 6.319 0.567 
mean_null_norm_RF mean no norm RF 0.912 0.619 0.243 0.192 30.763 0.630 
ct_null_norm_RF ct no norm RF 0.909 0.599 0.201 0.166 8.458 0.653 
ct_PCA_norm_SVM ct yes norm SVM 0.752 0.079 0.304 0.121 242.115 787.940 
mean_PCA_norm_SVM mean yes norm SVM 0.752 0.079 0.304 0.121 245.518 786.464 
ct_null_norm_SVM ct no norm SVM 0.551 0.384 0.520 0.105 236.956 845.125 
mean_null_norm_SVM mean no norm SVM 0.551 0.384 0.520 0.105 228.068 773.424 

 
  

                                                      
 
1 Custom imputation strategy: use outliner value -2 to impute NAN value in feature data. 
2 Standardization scaling strategy. 

3 “None” indicates that max_features is the number of features of input dataset 
4 Normalization scaling strategy. 
5 “auto” indicates that max_features is the square root of number of features of input dataset.  
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Different alternatives’ classification result of vertical CCs. 
alternative name imputer PCA scaler classifier accuracy precision recall f1 fitTime scoreTIme 
mean_null_stdr_RF mean no stdr RF 0.984 0.989 0.753 0.839 5.064 0.518 
ct_null_stdr_RF ct no stdr RF 0.983 0.990 0.733 0.828 3.544 0.353 
ct_PCA_stdr_RF ct yes stdr RF 0.977 0.992 0.625 0.746 5.628 0.406 
mean_PCA_stdr_RF mean yes stdr RF 0.976 0.989 0.613 0.728 4.457 0.413 
ct_PCA_stdr_SVM ct yes stdr SVM 0.965 0.792 0.718 0.708 9.021 26.225 
mean_PCA_stdr_SVM mean yes stdr SVM 0.965 0.792 0.718 0.708 8.051 23.366 
ct_null_stdr_SVM ct no stdr SVM 0.949 0.640 0.849 0.689 3.505 10.169 
mean_null_stdr_SVM mean no stdr SVM 0.949 0.640 0.849 0.689 3.286 9.988 
ct_PCA_norm_RF ct yes norm RF 0.957 0.767 0.698 0.655 4.044 0.316 
mean_PCA_norm_RF mean yes norm RF 0.950 0.735 0.694 0.619 3.869 0.265 
ct_null_norm_RF ct no norm RF 0.935 0.685 0.695 0.589 1.453 0.193 
mean_null_norm_RF mean no norm RF 0.932 0.687 0.658 0.544 1.845 0.237 
ct_PCA_norm_SVM ct yes norm SVM 0.798 0.198 0.758 0.313 28.439 82.970 
mean_PCA_norm_SVM mean yes norm SVM 0.798 0.198 0.758 0.313 25.668 77.722 
ct_null_norm_SVM ct no norm SVM 0.648 0.143 0.915 0.246 35.420 108.898 
mean_null_norm_SVM mean no norm SVM 0.648 0.143 0.915 0.246 33.225 99.598 

 
Note: 
n_estimators and max_features are input perimeters accepted in RF classifier; C and kernel are input perimeters accepted in 
using Exhaust Grid Search to find the best one.  
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APPENDIX D 
Result of experiment II 

 

alternative name feauture imputer PCA scaler classifier 
f1_micro 
avg1 f1_F f1_h f1_v prec_F prec_h prec_v 

ct_ct_PCA_stdr_SVM custom2 ct3 yes stdr4 SVM 0.975 0.984 0.923 0.977 0.981 0.929 0.9
ct_ct_null_stdr_SVM custom ct no stdr SVM 0.973 0.982 0.916 0.980 0.991 0.874 0.9
ct_ct_null_stdr_RF custom ct no stdr RF 0.971 0.981 0.903 0.977 0.973 0.950 0.9
TL_null_null_null_SVM TL5 N/A no null SVM 0.969 0.979 0.897 0.982 0.988 0.848 0.9
TL_null_null_stdr_SVM TL N/A no stdr SVM 0.964 0.975 0.881 0.983 0.990 0.816 0.9
TL_null_PCA_norm_SVM TL N/A yes norm6 SVM 0.900 0.930 0.720 0.890 0.960 0.630 0.8
TL_null_PCA_stdr_SVM TL N/A yes stdr SVM 0.868 0.932 0.652 0.810 0.988 0.497 0.9
ct_ct_null_null_SVM custom ct no null SVM 0.643 0.857 0.000 0.000 0.750 0.000 0.0
 
Note:  
The ‘F’, ‘h’ and ‘v’ suffix of score metric (e.g. f1, prec and recall) indicate the classes of non-line CC, horizontal line CC and
classifier has sub-classifier to deal with classification of each class. 
 

                                                      
 
1 scikit-learn provides five approaches to determine the type of averaging, the 'micro' method is used here which calculates metrics globally 
and false positives. 
2 Custom feature 
3 Custom imputation strategy: use outliner value -2 to impute NAN value in feature data. 
4 Standardization scaling strategy. 

5 Transfer learning feature 
6 Normalization scaling strategy. 
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APPENDIX E 
Example of solutions outcome 

 
Images below are presented in groups. Each group has four images produced with the four adopted 
solutions from one original image. 

 
solution Ⅰ - Hessian filter with mask application
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solution Ⅱ - Gabor filter with morphological opening

 
solution Ⅲ-A - SVM with transfer learning features
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solution Ⅲ-B - SVM with custom features

 
solution Ⅰ - Hessian filter with mask application
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solution Ⅱ - Gabor filter with morphological opening

 
solution Ⅲ-A - SVM with transfer learning features
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solution Ⅲ-B - SVM with custom features

 
solution Ⅰ - Hessian filter with mask application 
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solution Ⅱ - Gabor filter with morphological opening
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solution Ⅲ-B - SVM with custom features
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